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Three Results on Iterative RegularizationMisha KilmerG. W. StewartABSTRACTIn this paper we present three theorems which give insight into the regularizing prop-erties of MINRES. While our theory does not completely characterize the regularizingbehavior of the algorithm, it provides a partial explanation of the observed behavior ofthe method. Unlike traditional attempts to explain the regularizing properties of Krylovsubspace methods, our approach focuses on convergence properties of the residual ratherthan on convergence analysis of the harmonic Ritz values. The import of our analysisis illustrated by two examples. In particular, our theoretical and numerical results sup-port the following important observation: in some circumstances the dimension of theoptimal Krylov subspace can be much smaller than the number of the components ofthe truncated spectral solution that must be computed to attain comparable accuracy.1. IntroductionThe discretization of a compact self-adjoint operator equation with errors in the righthand side results in a linear system whose exact solution bears no relation to the solutionof the original error-free system. Specically, in the spectral domain| that is, in thecoordinate system of the eigenvectors of the matrix| the exact linear system can bewritten in the form x = b;where  = diag(1; : : : ; n); 1 = 1 >    > n > 0:Note that we assume that the system is positive denite and has been scaled so that1 = 1. To the extent that the quantities in this equation track the correspondingquantities in the original operator, they have the following properties.1. If the operator is smooth, the eigenvalues i of the discrete operator will eventuallydecay rapidly to zero.2. If the solution of the original problem is square integrable, then the componentsi of x decay to zero. 1
2 Iterative Regularization3. Since the components i of the right-hand side satisfy i = ii, they decay fasterthan either the components of the solution or the eigenvalues of the operator.The system with error is ~x = b+ e  ~b:If we model the error as white noise, then we can append the following condition to theabove list.4. The components i of e are random variables with mean zero and standard devi-ation .The components of the solution for the perturbed right-hand side are~i = i + ii : (1.1)Since the i decay rapidly, they soon fall below the error level. The subsequent compo-nents of the solution are eectively random variables with standard deviation =i. Thedivision by i magnies the originally small error so that it dominates the solution.As long as the i are larger than the errors i the ~i contain useful information.The process of extracting this information is called regularization. There are manyregularization schemes. A natural one is to stop computing components of x when thei get near the error level. We will call this procedure truncated spectral regularization.1In this paper we will be concerned with regularization based on the iterative methodMINRES [8]. The method can be described briey as follows. LetKk = (~b ~b    k 1~b)be the kth Krylov matrix . Then we seek an approximation to x in the formxk = Kkak;where ak is determined so that 2k  k~b  xkk2 = min:Here k  k denotes the usual Euclidean norm.The residual rk = ~b  xk has a alternate expression that is used in the analysis ofthe algorithm. Given a vector ak = (1; : : : ; k) T, let a polynomial p be dened byp(t) = 1  1t   2t2        ktk:1In the nonsymmetric case this process is also known as truncated SVD regularization (see [6] andthe references therein).
Iterative Regularization 3Then the residual rk = ~b  Kkak can be written in the form rk = pk()~b, where pk isthe polynomial associated with ak. Since MINRES minimizes krkk, we havek  krkk = mindeg(pk)=kpk(0)=1 kp()~bk: (1.2)Because the ith component of the residual is the value of a polynomial at i, we willoften call it the value of the residual at i.It has been widely observed that up to a certain index k0 the MINRES solutions xkare increasingly accurate approximates to the exact solution x, after which their accu-racy rapidly deteriorates. Thus if we can determine k0 (a dicult problem), MINREScan be used as a regularization method. What seems less well known is that in somecircumstances the critical index k0 can be quite small|much smaller than the numberof components of the truncated spectral solution that must be computed to attain thesame accuracy.2In this paper we give three theorems that help explain the regularizing properties ofMINRES. The phrase \help explain" is a deliberate warning to the reader not to expect acomplete analysis. The theorems do not say that MINRES has to behave in a particularway. Nonetheless, they give considerable insight into the method.There is a vast body of literature on regularization, much of which is devoted todetermining the asymptotic behavior of the error in the optimally regularized solutionas the error in the right hand side approaches zero (this literature has been admirablysurveyed by Engl, Hanke, and Neubauer [4]). There is also a body of literature for well-posed problems in which the asymptotic convergence of Krylov methods like MINRESare analyzed (see, for example, the recent book by Greenbaum [5]). Our approach,which consists in leaving the error in b xed and determining how the solution behavesas the regularization parameter varies, is essentially nonasymptotic and ts in neitherof these categories. On the other hand, our work is closely related to analyses thatattempt to nd the optimal value of the regularization parameter (for a survey of thisliterature see Hansen [7]).In the next section we give a toy example that will be used to illustrate the sub-sequent results. We will also describe in a general way what is happening. The nextthree sections are devoted to establishing our three results. In Section 6 we apply ourresults to another example. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results andsuggestions for future work.A little informal terminology will help in our discussions. We will call the part ofthe spectrum for which the ~i are little aected by the error the initial part of thespectrum. We will call the part where they are fully contaminated the terminal part ofthe spectrum. The part of the spectrum lying between will be called the intermediatepart or the transitional part.2Martin Hanke has also observed this phenomenon [personal communication].
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Figure 2.1: x(t) (solid) and b(t) (dashed)2. An exampleIn this section we will introduce a simple-minded example from image processing. Letx(t) represent an \image" on [0; 1], and consider the Gaussian blurring operatorb(t) = Z 10 x(s)e  s t 2 ds:We will discretize this operator by choosing an integer n and settingti = i  1n ; i = 1; : : : ; nand generating a matrix K whose elements areij = e  tj ti 2 :The resulting matrix is then scaled so that its dominant eigenvalue is one.In the following experiments, we took n = 40, and  = 0:1. Our function wasx(t) = 1 + t + t2, and it was discretized by evaluating it at the points ti to give thecomponents xi of x. The vector b was generated in the form Ax. Figure 2.1 is a plot ofx(t) and b(t). The divergence at the ends of the intervals is due to the fact that at thosepoints the part of the blurring distribution that lies outside [0; 1] becomes signicant.Figure 2.2 shows the vectors b, ~b, and x after they have been transformed to thespectral coordinates. Note that for i > 15 values ~i are signicantly contaminated with
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Figure 2.2: i (solid), i (dotted) and i, ~i (dashed)











Figure 2.3: Errors from spectral regularization (dashed) and MINRES regularization(solid)error. The plot also shows the eigenvalues of A, which decrease slowly at rst and thenrapidly plunge to about 10 15. This rapid decrease is typical of smooth operators.Truncated spectral regularization and MINRES regularization behave quite dier-ently for this problem. Figure 2.3 plots the norms of the errors at the kth step of eachmethod. The error for truncated spectral regularization decreases slowly until k = 15,
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Figure 2.4: First ve MINRES residuals and ~b (dashed line)after which it increases rapidly. The error in the MINRES iterates decreases rapidlyuntil k = 5 and then rises. Truncated spectral regularization produces a better solutionwith about half the error, but arrives at it more slowly.3 In fact, not until k = 11 doesit produce a solution as accurate as the MINRES solution for k = 5.It is informative to examine the behavior of the MINRES residuals. Figure 2.4displays the magnitudes of the residuals at the eigenvalues i as a function of i for therst ve MINRES approximations along with the magnitudes of the components of ~b. Itis seen that they decrease at the initial points of the spectrum. At other points in thespectrum, they change very little. The plot in Figure 2.5 shows the same thing in termsof the residual polynomials that satisfy (1.2).4 The polynomials are small in the initialpart of the spectrum and then rise swiftly to a value of one.Stepping back from this example, we see that three factors are operating to give thefast regularization.1. From (1.1) it follows that the residual cannot be reduced indenitely withoutharming the solution.3The relative quality of the solutions depends on the throw of the dice in constructing the randomvector e. For ten other simulations the ratio of the minimum error for truncated spectral regularizationto that for minres was the following: 0.80, 0.57, 0.76, 0.41, 1.14, 0.65, 0.67, 0.67, 0.82, 0.68. Thesenumbers show the solutions to be usually comparable, with the minres solution actually better in asingle case.4The plots are not strictly the polynomials. The values between i and i + 1 were obtained byevaluating the polynomial at ten equally spaced points between i and i+1.
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Figure 2.5: First ve MINRES residual polynomials2. The plot in Figure 2.4 shows that the residual decreases rapidly to a point wherefurther reduction is harmful.3. Notice in Figure 2.4 that the values of the rst ve residuals corresponding toterminal eigenvalues i coincide with ~i. Equation (1.1) implies that if we reducethe residual at i from ~i to ~i(1  ), where 0 <  < 1, then the correspondingcomponent of the approximate solution is  ~i=i. Now in the terminal part ofthe spectrum ~i = i and hence the component of the approximate solution isessentially i=i. Because the terminal eigenvalues are extremely small comparedto the error, even a very small reduction of the residual at a terminal eigenvaluemust result in a large component in the approximate solution. If there is anyhope of MINRES producing an acceptable regularized solution, this must notoccur within the rst few iterations. As it turns out (see Figure 2.5), the rst 5residual polynomials for our running example are very near one on the terminalspectrum, so that there is virtually no reduction of the residual there.In the next three sections we will establish results that give quantitative substance tothese observations.3. The residual and the errorThe rst of our results concerns the relation between the size of the error in a purportedsolution and the size of the corresponding residual. We have already noted that if the
8 Iterative Regularizationresidual is required to be too small, the error must be large. However, we can be moreprecise.Specically, let y be a purported solution with residual norm . There are manysuch solutions, and among them one must give minimum error; i.e., there must be avector y that solves the following problem. Given  > 0minimizekx  yk2subject tok~   yk2 = 2: (3.1)The following theorem shows when the solution to this problem has a large error. Belowwe have assumed 1 = 1.Theorem 3.1. If  >  1 is the solution of the equationXi 2i(1 + 2i )2 = 2; (3.2)then i = i + ii1 + 2i (3.3)is a solution of (3.1). In this casekx  yk2 =Xi  i1 + 2i 2 2i : (3.4)Proof. Consider the LagrangianXi (i   i)2 +  "Xi (~i   ii)2   2# ;where  is the Lagrange multiplier. Dierentiating with respect to i and setting theresults to zero we get i   i + i(~i   ii) = 0:Equation (3.3) follows on solving this equation for i and using the fact that ~i = ii+i.Equation (3.2) denes the value of  for which the solution satises the constraint.Finally (3.4) follows by direct computation.The best way to understand this theorem is to consider the solution y generatedas  varies from  1 to 1. From (3.2) we see that the residual norm  decreases
Iterative Regularization 9monotonically from 1 to 0. The error norm kx   yk decreases from 1 to 0 at  = 0where  = kek. Thereafter small reductions in the residual cause large increases in theerror. To see this, consider the term 2i(1 + 2i )2in (3.2). For this term to be reduced by a factor of four from its value 2i at  = 0, avery modest reduction in the total, we must have 2i = 1. The corresponding term inthe square of the error norm (3.4) is ii1 + 2i 2 = 2i42i ;which for small i is large. It is worth noting that these observations depend only on and e, not on x or b.The above comments suggest that an attempt to reduce the residual norm belowkek will increase the error in the solution. This is certainly true of our example, forwhich kek = 0:033. The error turns around at k = 5. The residual norms are 4 = 0:0555 = 0:039, and 6 = 0:031. Thereafter the error increases sharply, as it must (seeFigure 2.3).It is worth noting that Theorem 3.1 supports the discrepancy principle of Morozov,which says that a regularization parameter should be chosen to make the norm of theresidual approximately the size of the norm of the error (see [4, x4.3]). It also suggeststhat it is better to make the residual too large rather than too small.4. Reduction of the residualWe now turn to the reduction of the residual. The usual analysis of MINRES is basedon (1.2). Specically, given any polynomial pk of degree k satisfying pk(0) = 1, we havekrkk2  nXi=1 pk(i)2 ~2i : (4.1)One convergence result amounts to choosing a sequence of polynomials pk such that 2 [n; 1] =) pk()! 0:The rate at which the pk approach zero on [n; 1] is an upper bound on the convergencerate of MINRES.The key to analyzing the regularizing properties ofMINRES is to note that we are notinterested in the convergence of the method on the terminal part of the spectrum. In fact
10 Iterative Regularization(1.1) shows that MINRES must not converge there until after a reasonable regularizedsolution has been formed. We can therefore restrict our attention to an interval, say,[m; 1] in which the ~i are relatively error free. Since the interval is farther removedfrom the origin, the convergence will be faster.5The polynomial pk;m for this analysis is constructed in the usual way from theChebychev polynomials ck(). Specically, letsm(t) =  2t  1   m1   m (4.2)and set pk;m(t) = ck[sm(t)]ck[sm(0)] ; (4.3)By bounding the values of these polynomials we obtain the following theorem.Theorem 4.1. Let m > 1 and set  = 1m :and ~bm = (~1 : : : ~m)TThen krkk2  kpk;m()~bk2 4p 1p+12k k~bmk2+Pni=m+1 1  2 i(p1+pi)22k ~2i : (4.4)The proof of this theorem is highly technical and will be found in appendix 9. Therst term in (4.4) is of the same form as the bound from the usual analysis of MINRESmentioned above. However, for that bound  is 1=n, which is larger than 1=m andimplies slower convergence. The rst factor in the remaining terms is essentially onefor small eigenvalues. However, for eigenvalues near m it has a reducing eect on thecorresponding part of the residual.5For the standard analysis see [5, Ch. 3]. It should not be thought that the idea of varying thepolynomial is new: e.g., see [5, pp. 53{54] in which a special polynomial is used to take advantage of awell separated dominant eigenvalue. What is new in this paper is the form of the polynomial, which isadapted to the analysis of iterative regularization.
Iterative Regularization 11The bound is too crude to use in applications, but it provides insight into the wayMINRES converges. In our running example, when m is small,  is near one, and thepolynomials pk;m rapidly reduce the residual on 1; : : : ; m. But this is precisely theplace where there is a large residual to reduce. Since the reduction by pk;m bounds theMINRES reduction, we conclude that initially MINRES will rapidly reduce the residual.But the bound implies more. As k increases, for xed m, pk;m will reach a point ofdiminishing returns when there is not enough residual to reduce. This can be seen bylooking at the upper bound in (4.4). Consider m xed at 4. Since  is eectively 1, therst term becomes insignicant for k  2 and it turns out we have a tight bound onthe residual for k = 2. Yet as k increases and the residual continues to be reduced, thebound stagnates because the second term decreases slowly. However, if we increase ma little the rst term remains small while the second term becomes smaller (since thereare fewer indices over which to sum). Thus with increasing k one should increase m toget the smallest possible upper bound. The following table shows that this is preciselywhat happens in our example.k 1 2 3 4 5m 2 4 5 6 7kpk;m()~bk 8:8e 01 2:8e 01 1:3e 01 7:1e 02 4:7e 02max[m;1] pk;m 8:0e 02 2:9e 02 1:0e 02 6:1e 03 5:2e 03k 8:7e 01 2:5e 01 1:0e 01 5:5e 02 3:9e 02For each value of k, the value of m for which pk;m minimizes the residual kpk;m()~bkwas determined. As the table shows, the value of m increases with k. This increase isaccompanied by a modest decrease in the size of pk;m on [m; 1]. Note that by holdingm xed one can obtain a dramatic decrease in the size of pk;m over [m; 1], but thisstrategy is not as eective at reducing the bound on the residual norm as the strategyof increasing m and putting up with a modest decrease in pk;m. For example, if m isxed at two, then max[2;1] p5;2 = 1:5e 09, but the residual norm is only 8:9e 02.The last line in the table shows the MINRES residual norms. They are well ap-proximated by the values in the third line, which suggests that MINRES is following asimilar strategy. Figure 2.5 supports our contention that MINRES reduces the residualby increasing the interval in which the polynomial is small.5. Nonreduction of the residualLet  2 [0; 1], and suppose we wish to reduce the residual at i from ~i to ~i(1   ).We have already noted that the corresponding component of ~x is then~i =  ~ii :
12 Iterative RegularizationIf i is small, then ~i is large and the solution will be unsatisfactory. Thus while MINRESis producing a regularized solution, it must not reduce the residuals on the terminal partof the spectrum. From Figure 2.5 we see that this is precisely what is happening in ourexample. The residual polynomials are eectively one at small i.The reason MINRES behaves in this manner is that if any polynomial is small ata small eigenvalue, it must be very large at the initial eigenvalues, say 1; : : : ; m.Specically, we have the following theorem.Theorem 5.1. Let pk;m be dened by (4.3). If p is any polynomial of degree k satisfyingp(0) = 1 and p(i) = 1    for some (i > m), then there is a point tbig2[m; 1] suchthat jp(tbig)j  1  pk 1;m(i)  1 + pk 1;m(i) mi  jpk 1;m(m)j: (5.1)Proof. The proof is a variant of the standard proof of the theorem of de laValleePoussin [1, p. 191]. Consider the polynomialq(t) = 1  pk 1;m(i   1 + )pk 1;m(i) ti pk 1;m(t):This polynomial satises the conditions of the theorem. Moreover, it alternates in signat k points m = t1; t2; : : : ; tk = 1on the interval [m; 1].Now let p also satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We claim that jp(ti)j  jq(ti)jfor at least one ti. For if not, the polynomial p  q alternates in sign at the ti and hencehas k   1 zeros in the interval [m; 1]. But by the conditions of the theorem p   q iszero at zero and i. Hence p  q is a polynomial of degree not greater than k with k+1zeros and must be identically zero|a contradiction.The bound (5.1) now follows on evaluating q at m, where the value of jq(ti)j is thesmallest.The import of this theorem is that the cost of reducing the residual at the smalleigenvalues is to make the polynomial large on an interval containing the initial eigen-values. This is because the factor m=i in (5.1) becomes enormous for i large. Forexample, Theorem 5.1 implies that if m = 8 and k = 5 in our running example thento get a reduction of :9 ( = :1) in the residual at 25 = 6:8e 6, the absolute value ofthe residual polynomial will have to be to be greater than 71 at some point in [8; 1]:Such a large polynomial is more likely to cause a residual magnication than a residualreduction in [8; 1]. This likelihood is increased by the fact that for our example the
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Figure 6.1: Eigenvalues (solid line) and components of b (dashed line)roots of pk are spread out over [m; 1], where m > k, and the zeros of pk cannot benear all m of these eigenvalues.On the other hand, in our example suppose we wish to reduce the residual at 15from ~15 to ~15(1  ) for  = 0:11. The lower bound (5.1) for the residual polynomialis 0:0086. The maximum value of the residual polynomial in [8; 1] is, in fact, 0:037,which is insuciently greater than 0:0086 to render the reduction at 15 harmless. Onceagain, the dispersal of the roots of pk;m has a benecial eect| this time allowing amodest decrease in the residual at the intermediate eigenvalues.In the last section we observed thatMINRES eschews a quick reduction of the residualpolynomials over a limited range in favor of expanding the range in which they aremoderately small. The theory of this section shows that the deferred reduction hasanother benet: it gives the algorithm an opportunity to reduce the residual by amodest amount on the intermediate eigenvalues.6. Another exampleTo conrm our analysis of MINRES, we consider a two dimensional blurring operator.Specically, the original matrix A is the Kronecker product T 
 T , where T is a sym-metric Toeplitz matrix whose rst row is given byt1k = e 0:1(1 k)2 ; k = 1; : : : ; 32:Figure 6.1 exhibits the eigenvalues of the matrix and the absolute values components of
14 Iterative Regularization











Figure 6.2: Errors from spectral regularization (dashed line) and MINRES regularization(solid line)b in the spectral coordinate system. The error e consisted of white noise scaled so thatkek=kbk = 0:01.Figure 6.2 plots the errors from spectral regularization and MINRES. The contrastis dramatic. The MINRES iteration reduces the error to a minimum of 195 in fouriterations. Spectral regularization requires the rst 100 components of the solution becomputed to reduce the error to a minimum of 192. (However, the plot shows thatacceptable accuracy is attained for, say, 30 components.)The analysis of Section 3 suggests that the solution will deteriorate when the residualnorm becomes less than the error norm. In fact the fourth, fth, and sixth residual normsare 8:66, 7:86, and 7:52. This should be compared with the error norm 7:78.From the comments in Section 4 we would expect that residual polynomials wouldreduce the error by spreading their roots over a number of eigenvalues rather than byapproximating specic eigenvalues. The roots for the rst ve residual polynomials aregiven below. 1 9:3e 012 9:8e 01 7:3e 013 9:9e 01 8:1e 01 5:7e 014 9:9e 01 8:7e 01 6:9e 01 3:6e 015 1:0e+00 9:0e 01 7:4e 01 5:4e 01 2:2e 01The largest root is converging to one, which in our normalization is an eigenvalue ofA. But otherwise, the roots are dispersed. For example, the smallest root of p4 is 0:36,
Iterative Regularization 15which corresponds to 34.7. ConclusionsIn the introduction to this paper we emphasized that this work would not provide acomplete analysis of MINRES as a regularization technique. We can analyze MINRESapplied to well posed problems because asymptotic bounds become applicable longbefore a solution of the desired accuracy is attained. On the other hand, for ill-posedproblems in our examples MINRES does not have a chance to settle down before theoptimal solution is obtained. In eect, we are analyzing the early transient behavior ofthe algorithm|always a dicult problem.In spite of not concluding with a general theorem, our analysis sheds considerablelight on the behavior of MINRES as a regularizer. Theorem 3.1 is a very general resultabout ill-posed problems. It suggests that attempting to reduce the residual norm belowthe error norm will result in a worsened solution. As we have already noted the theoremcan be taken as a justication of the Morozov discrepancy principle.We have mentioned that the bound (4.4) on the residual norm is too crude to be usedin practical applications. Nonetheless, it is good enough to suggest the strategy thatMINRES uses to obtain rapid reduction of the residual norm. The free parameter m inthe bound is essentially a measure of the spread of the zeros of the residual polynomial.As we have seen, the bound is optimized by keeping m greater than the iteration numberk. This suggests that MINRES will attempt to minimize the residual by spreading theroots of its residual polynomials over a larger number of eigenvalues. Our numericalexamples support this conjecture.Finally, Theorem 5.1 shows us why MINRES does not tend to reduce the residualat a small eigenvalue while homing in on the regularized solution. Essentially, a smallvalue of the residual polynomial at a small eigenvalue causes the polynomial to be largeon the larger eigenvalues | just where it is most desirable to obtain a decrease in theresiduals.For deniteness, we have restricted ourselves toMINRES applied to a positive denitesystem. Obviously, some of our results apply to other systems and methods| e.g., leastsquares regularization of overdetermined systems. Such generalizations, however, arethe subject for future work.8. AcknowledgementsWe with to thank Per-Christian Hansen and Dianne O'Leary for their useful commentson the rst draft of this paper.
16 Iterative Regularization9. AppendixProof of Theorem 4.1: Let ck() denote the Chebychev polynomial of degree k anddene sm(t) and pk;m(t) as in (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. Now pk;m is a polynomial ofdegree k satisfying pk;m(0) = 1, and therefore from (4.1), we havekr(k)k22  nXi=1 p2k;m(i) ~i = kpk;m()~bk22: (9.1)When i  m, c2k(sm(i))  1. Moreover, one can show that the denominator of pk;m,which is independent of i, is bounded above [9]: 1ck(1+m1 m )   2p   1p + 1k : (9.2)Thus, it remains to determine an upper bound for the values ck(sm(i)); i > m:For notational convenience, we x i and let d = i1 , and note that since  = 1m ,im = d. Using this notation, we write sm;i  sm(i) = +1 2d 1 .Now ck(s) = cosh(k cosh 1 s). We use the formulascosh x = ex + e x2 (9.3)and ln z = cosh 1 z + z 12  when x = ln z (9.4)to determine our upper bound as outlined below. We note that this type of prooftechnique was used at least as early as the 1960's (see [3]).1. Find a z such that  z+z 12  = sm;i; i > m.2. Use z and (9.3) to determine ck(sm;i); i > m.3. Find an upper bound for c2k(sm;i); i > m.4. Use this bound and (9.2) to deduce an upper bound for p2k;m(sm;i) i > m.5. Use the above information to obtain the upper bound on the right hand side of(9.1).
Iterative Regularization 17Step 1: We rst set z + z 12 = sm;ito obtain z2   2sm;iz + 1 = 0:Since this is a quadratic equation, z is given byz = 2sm;i q4s2m;i   42= + 1  2d  1  s + 1  2d   1 2   1= 1   1 + 1  2d 2p(  d)(1  d)= (p  dp1  d)2   1 : (9.5)For convenience, we take z to bez = (p  d+p1  d)2   1 : (9.6)Step 2: Now ck(sm;i) = cosh(k ln z) = cosh(ln zk). Using (9.3), we obtainck(sm;i) = zk + z k2= z2k + 12zk : (9.7)Step 3: Therefore, c2k(sm;i) = 14 z2k + 1z2k + 2 : (9.8)To get an upper bound on c2k(sm;i), let us rst try to get an upper bound on 1z2k bygetting a lower bound on z. Observe that the numerator of z in (9.6) is bounded belowby   d, so our lower bound for z is  d 1 . Since d  1, we therefore obtain1z    1   d  1
18 Iterative Regularizationand so 1z2k  1:Next, we have the following expression for z2k:z2k =  + 1 + 2 ((  d)(1  d))1=2   2d  1 !2k :Therefore, we have the following bound on c2k(sm;i):c2k(sm;i)  14 0@3 +  + 1 + 2 ((  d)(1  d))1=2   2d  1 !2k1A : (9.9)Step 4: Now we may use equations (9.2) and (9.9) to determine an upper boundon p2k;m(sm;i) for i > m:p2k;m(sm;i)  p   1p + 12k0@3 +  + 1 + 2 ((  d)(1  d))1=2   2d  1 !2k1AUsing p 1p+1 =  1+2p+1 , we cancel like terms in the right hand side above and factorout p from the radical to obtainp2k;m(sm;i)  3p  1p+ 12k +0B@+ 1+ 2p(1  i1 )(1  im )1=2   2 im+ 1+ 2p 1CA2k :The second term of the right hand side above can be bounded above by 1  2 im+ 1 + 2p!2k = 1  2 i1 + m + 2p1m2kThus, p2k;m(sm;i)  3p  1p+ 12k + 1  2 i1 + m + 2p1m2k : (9.10)Step 5: From equation (9.2) when i  m, p2k;m(sm;i)   lck(sm;i)2  4p 1p+12k.Breaking up the sum over the rst m and last n   m terms, from (9.1) and (9.10) weobserve krkk22  4p   1p + 12k k~bmk22 + nXi=m+11  2 i(p1 +pm)22k ~i2:
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